
 

Over the next few months the CPGA Golf Professionals at Storey Creek will be helping you 
improve your golf technique with a series of instruction articles targeting different parts of your 

game. We hope you enjoy your golf more than ever this year! For private or group instruction call 
the Pro Shop 250.923.3673 or visit www.storeycreek.bc.ca 

The Start.  
Each part of the swing can only be as good as the previous part. If you set up to the ball poorly, you 

will need to make a series of movements to compensate for the poor starting 
position. One example that I often see during lessons is a student holding the 
club poorly, causing his body to create a series of inefficient movements 
culminating in poor contact. When the hands are placed in a good position on 
the handle, good things follow (for right handers): 

  Position your hands so that the lines you create between thumb and 
forefinger aim towards your right shoulder. 

  Completely cover your left thumb. No space should exist at all. 
  You should be able to see two knuckles on the back of your left hand. 
  Allow your index finger to spread down the side of the grip until it 
appears level with the thumb. 

Golfers should also link their fingers. When this doesn’t happen the more 
dominant hand plays a significantly larger role in the swing than should be 
occurring, creating the need for further compensations and moving you 
further from the simple, efficient swing that you are striving for. Either link or 
overlap your pinkie and index finger as shown here. 

If this is a new position for you then it is likely also an awkward position. I 
often notice students grip pressure increase as a result. Hold firmly with the last three fingers on 
your left hand and centre two of your right hand, otherwise be relaxed, but in control.  

Tension in your hold kills speed through a loss of range of motion in your wrists. The next time you 
get challenged to hit a monster drive, relax your hold and allow the full range of motion. Now 
practice how you position your hands in a mirror. It is far easier to learn a new hold without a golf 
ball, so for five minutes a day, simply hold and release a club continually until your new grip feels 
great to you and then take it to the range or course. 



After creating a great grip, you need to align yourself correctly. I rarely see a 
golfer align themselves square to their target with their whole body. If I could 
prioritize alignment across a golfers body it would look like this: 

  Elbows 
  Shoulders 
  Hips 
  Thighs 
  Feet 

While your feet are vitally important performing other tasks in your golf swing, aligning your toes is 
not the biggest factor in determining the direction of the golf ball. I am still keen for them to be 
aligned perfectly though. This aids thigh and hip alignment which in turn helps shoulders and 
elbows. You can again see the reaction of events that happen through good habits. So - alignment is 
not complete when you set your feet square to the target! In more than 90% of my lessons, my right 
handed students aim left with their shoulders, often as much as 40 degrees! This means the club 
will travel left at least 40 degrees through impact. Good luck hitting it long and straight! 

As shown in the diagram, lie a club down on the ground aimed directly at the target from your golf 
ball during practice. Then lie two either side, parallel with the original club. Set up from here and 
check your alignment in a mirror or ask a friend to help you. Again, great practice is to repeat this at 
home a few minutes every day so that it feels comfortable for you when you next have a ball in front 
of you. 

Check back next week for more great tips from the team at Storey Creek! 
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